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The Use and Implications of 

Data in the Financial Industry 

The SWIFT Institute invites proposals for research on the use and implications of data in the 

financial industry, covering legal, policy and business perspectives. 

The financial industry maintains significant quantities of data on its customers, 

counterparties, transactions, cash and security holdings, interest rates, cross-border trade 

flows, etc.  This data can serve a number of purposes ranging from improving services to 

customers to identifying systemic risk within the financial system.  However, data is subject 

to regulation (e.g. reporting, compliance, etc.), data privacy issues, cybercrime and cyber-

monitoring, as well as legal subpoenas from regulators and governments. 

Detecting and mitigating multiple risks across multiple channels, such as distributed denial of 

service attacks, attempted data compromise, ‘spear-phishing’ attacks, call-centre schemes 

waged against employees, nation-state threats and third-party breaches, all point to the 

need for the financial industry to focus on stronger authentication and increased reliance on 

big data analytics to anticipate and mitigate fraud. 

At the same time, in today’s globalised world, there is no single standardised law or 

regulation that governs how data is collected, used, maintained or reported.  Financial 

industry participants, be they market infrastructures, banks or customers, must comply with a 

wide variety of regulation, some of which may have extraterritorial impact (e.g.  conflicting 

and contradictory requirements).  These can include law enforcement requests that ask for 

data, to data privacy regulations that restrict sharing that level of information. 

There are numerous benefits derived from analysing big data, but how can / should this be 

balanced against the risks and costs of accessing the data?  Research proposals can be 

theoretical or empirical, and should seek to address some of the following questions: 

 What impact will the European Commission’s call to restore trust in data flows 

between the EU and the U.S. following deep concerns about revelations of large-

scale U.S. intelligence collection programmes have on data flows in the financial 

industry? 

 Will the proposed European Union data protection reforms, especially those requiring 

“data loss” notification, strike the right balance between the fundamental right of data 

protection and the specific needs of the financial services industry?   

 What are the implications of proposed global regulation on the collection, usage and 

maintenance of data, which may face challenges from emerging markets’ financial 

systems and their treatment of data? 

 What are some of the potential solutions to the findings from the Bank of England’s 

Waking Shark II simulated cyber-attack exercise on the City of London of 12 

November 2013, which pointed out shortcomings in central industry coordination for 

financial sector information sharing and communication?  
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 What are the implications of the explosive growth of “big data” mining by the financial 

services industry for information and analytical purposes? 

 What are the benefits of analyzing big data and how can / should this be balanced 

against the risks and costs of access to data (e.g. legal access from a statutory 

perspective as well as illegal access from say a cybercrime perspective)? 

 What are the implications of the contradiction between AML/KYC regulatory 

requirements and data protection restrictions (e.g. within a financial institution group 

it is frequently prohibited from a data protection perspective to share KYC customer 

data within the group across borders)? 

 

Grant & Working Paper 

A grant of EUR 15,000 will be awarded to the author of the selected proposal.  50% will be 

paid immediately; the remaining 50% will be paid on acceptance of a working paper. 

Proposal Submission 

Please submit your research proposal as follows: 

1. CV / bio including education, work history, research experience, publications, etc. 

2. Description of your research project (2,500 words maximum) to include the following: 

 Objective of your research 

 Methods by which you intend to undertake your research 

 Timeframe by which you intend to complete your research 

3. By email in MS Word / Excel / PowerPoint format and / or pdf. 

 

Deadline: Proposals must be submitted no later than 20th August 2014 

Email: Send submissions to: peter.ware@swift.com 
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